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Sometimes being small can have its advantages. If you're a little cloud like Cloudette, people

call you cute nicknames, and you can always find a good spot to watch the fireworks. But what

about when you want to do something big, like help a giant garden grow, or make a brook

babble?This charming book gets at the heart of what it means to make a difference no matter

your size. Young children will find much to relate to in Cloudette as they follow her on her

pursuit for greatness.

From School Library JournalGr 1-3-Reminiscent of the determination and courage of The Little

Engine That Could, this title delivers its message with charm. A petite cloud believes that she is

not big enough to accomplish what the big clouds can: provide enough rain to water crops or

replenish a flowing waterfall or river. She is inspired by the accomplishments and "good-

natured" acts of her larger kin and wants to have a positive effect on the Earth. She floats over

a dried-up pond with one little frog hoping for enough rain to revive it. Can Cloudette move

beyond what she believes are her limitations and do great things? Lively illustrations in ink,

pastels, colored pencils, and watercolors create engaging spreads and characters that tell a

story above and beyond the narrative. For example Cloudette's eyes and mouth grow tighter

and her color changes from white to gray to black as she builds up enough steam to form that

much-needed cloudburst. A few themes emerge for discussions in this multifaceted book, and

there are plenty of details for children to discover. An excellent choice for a storytime or

classroom. Well done.-Anne Beier, Clifton Public Library, NJ (c) Copyright 2010. Library

Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.From BooklistDiminutive cumulus Cloudette

appreciates the advantages of her size, except when the bigger clouds show off by creating

significant weather. After being blown to a new neighborhood by a particularly violent

thunderstorm, she meets a frog in need of a pond. Summoning all her energy, she generates a

respectable downpour, filling a frogworthy habitat. The creator of Bridgetÿýs Beret (2010) offers

here another appealing story featuring a plucky heroine. Applying a full-color palette to his

watercolor, ink, and colored-pencil cartoons, Lichtenheld makes use of varying page space

and panel techniques to add subtle details to his narrative. In one spread, Cloudette puffs up,

turns blue-gray, growls fiercely, and then shakes her rumbling behind; in the following,

presented vertically, she happily pours. Captions within the art also add to the humor (Cloud:

ÿýWe knew you had it in you!ÿý). The message that even small fry can accomplish important tasks

is well suited to the intended audience; pair with other cloud overachievers, including Eric

Carleÿýs Little Cloud (1996) and Cristoph Niemannÿýs The Police Cloud (2007). Preschool-Grade

2. --Kay Weisman --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“Her [Cloudette] tale raises

questions relevant to little children: Is there anything good about being small? Will I ever be as

good as the big kids? What do clouds do anyway? They'll like the answers.”  �The New York

Times Book Review“Cloudette gives a sky-high and playful perspective on our atmosphere and

giving the world all that we have.”  �UrbanBaby.com“Little people who feel small and want to do

important things will be inspired by Cloudette and will cheer when she finds her own pond-

making mission.”  �BookPage“Lichtenheld's depictions of Cloudette puffing herself up for a

fulsome downpour will delight children, and funny turns of phrase ("Even the higher-ups were

impressed") will engage adults, too.”  �Kirkus Reviews“Reminiscent of the determination and



courage of The Little Engine That Could, this title delivers its message with charm.”  �School

Library Journal“The creator of Bridget's Beret (2010) offers here another appealing story

featuring a plucky heroine. Applying a full-color palette to his watercolor, ink, and colored-pencil

cartoons, Lichtenheld makes use of varying page space and panel techniques to add subtle

details to his narrative.”  �Booklist“That Cloudette is neither bullied nor intimidated is an

important point; she's the one who feels she has a special gift to give, and she solves her

problem independently. Neatly constructed and nicely pitched, the message of self-reliance

comes through as clear as a cloudless day.”  �Publishers Weekly--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorTom Lichtenheld is the illustrator of the New York Times

bestsellers Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site, Duck!Rabbit! and Shark Vs. Train. He

has also written and illustrated many popular books for children, including Everything I Know

about Pirates and What Are You So Grumpy About?. In his spare time he likes to get other

peoples' kids all wound up then send them home. tomlichtenheld.com --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.Read more
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The Big Bed, Thunder Underground, The Mermaid

'(The Reality B'(, “I LOVE THIS STORY ABOUT CLOUDETTE!. I would watch this book on

YouTube during my science lessons but I finally pulled the trigger and bought this book. This

book has the cutest story and nice illustrations. I love the story of Cloudette!! It can be taught

cross curricular and you can even merge your ELA and science lessons together with this

book. The Rooted in Reading curriculum for 1st grade on TPT has a great week long lesson

that goes over Inferencing (which is hard to do in 1st) and include a nonfiction lesson that

includes a nonfiction reader!Anyways, the story is cute about a little cloud that wants to do big

things but can't because she's small. She ends up doing something big and being the cloud

she knew she could be!”

AaT, “Great story!. This story has such a great message for children- "you can do great and

important things even if you are little (young)". It has some funny dialogue between characters

in the illustrations that my child enjoyed. Great way to introduce types of clouds (size, color,

associated weather type and height in atmosphere) and lead into non-fiction books. It's a

keeper for our homeschool library!”

Kim Luitich, “I love this book so much. I love this book so much! I am a school counselor for

grades 2-5 and I needed something to do to try to empower my students. This was perfect. It

is about a little cloud, named Cloudette who wants to do something to help, but is told she's too

small. Perfect for getting kids to understand that even the smallest person can make a

difference. This combined with a video about the Chocolate Bar book was the perfect lesson

this week. I was told by a teacher that this made them really think and they came up with a

community service they can do for the school because of it.”

healthyfatboy, “Cute little book. We borrowed this book from the library and our kids took to it

immediately. They love the book so much that they are always asking to read Cloudette. It was

so good that we decided it was one to buy for the kids and it's a staple in the house. The story

of Cloudette is also very cute and the kids know more about clouds because of the book.

Working with weather related things for my job, I found this book to be very cute as well and

was a nice way to get kids into weather.”

Christine Hill, “Bought for Personal Library. We originally borrowed this book from the library,

but my 4 year old loved it so much he asked for it for Christmas. He's very happy having this

new edition to his library, and I love the message of the book. It's very sweet and one of my

favorite books to read to my kids.”

Charleen P., “Positive message in a charming package. Loved the message of this book. The

casual wit is wonderful, the illustrations imaginative and beautiful. Written for kids but it will

make adults smile too.”

ojQj, “This book is fun to read for parents and children. Cloudette wants to do big things even

though she's only a little cloud. The book shows kids that doing little things can be important

too.I found the illustrations charming, the story line enjoyable and instructive, and the texts

actually somewhat fun to read for an adult.Sometimes though it was hard to figure out how to



sequence the texts on the page when reading out loud.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “As ilustrações são lindas. O que mais me impressionou nesse livro foram

as ilustrações. A mensagem de que mesmo vc sendo pequeno pode produzir algo grandioso é

bem legal. Minha filha de 4 anos gostou muito.”

Daniel Jahn, “Super Zustand wie neu!. Die Angabe des Zustands des gebrauchten Artikels

stimmt über ein”

Jennifer Wi., “Five Stars. Such a good book. I love the illustrations and my children love the

book also.”

The book by Tom Lichtenheld has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 237 people have provided feedback.
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